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Book Review! Editorial - Big Brother and Media Accountability

Stuck with the media we deserve?
Broadcasters and Citizens in Europe: Trends in Media Accountability and Viewer Participation

Edited by Paolo Baldi and Uwe Hasebrink (Intellect, Bristol and Chicago, 2007)

Review by Andrew Taussig

"Channel 4 uses lure of Big Brother to rival
MySpace and YouTube"

- so ran a recent Times newspaper headline. "The
broadcaster stole a march on the BBC and lTV by
creating its own social networking website driven by
the powerful Big Brother brand". But serious ques-
tions exist around the added value which interactive
technology provides, around how we measure the
alleged benefit to audiences of joining a chat room
or phone-in; text-messaging a programme, voting
for (or against) a contestant, and often paying for the
privilege of doing so (£1.50 per vote, in the case of
Celebrity Big Brother).

Does this interactivity make the media any more
accountable to their consumers, or is this just a new
twist to old arguments about how accountability
should work in the mass media? Channel 4 is sud-
denly in the international front line on this issue,
usefully surveyed on a European-wide basis in this
book.

It is not a new issue, even if interactivity and 'reality
TV' have given it a new dimension. In the case of
the UK, regulator Ofcom makes scores of adjudica-
tions each year on a range of issues covered by the
Broadcasting Code (the current version of which
came into effect in July 2005). Ofcom's powers allow
it - aside from the moral force of its written judg-
ment - to impose financial sanctions up to £250,000
or to review and ultimately revoke a broadcaster's
license (as happened with Auctionworld Ltd and
Look4Love), but not to compel changes in pro-
grammes in production or in course of transmission.
Ofcom cannot stop a programme being transmitted
or take it off air. That is for the senior management
of the media company - or, in exceptional circum-
stances, a judge.

A classic episode occurred in January 2005 when
an orchestrated campaign by Christian evangeli-
cal groups tried to prevent transmission of Jerry
Springer: the Opera on the grounds that it was an
obscene and sacrilegious parody of the holy family.
Screening went ahead. The BBC Director of Televi-
sion, Jana Bennett, crystallized the BBC's position
like this

"we are not running some kind of pop idol competi-
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tion where the greatest number of votes gets a pro-
gramme pulled from the schedules ... It is now easy
for relatively small numbers of protesters to organize
what appears to be a mass protest against them."

Subsequently Ofcom issued an adjudication sup-
porting the BBC's position.

Two years later Channel 4 is now in the account-
ability firing line. "20,000 join BB protest" runs a typi-
cal headline, referring to the reality show Celebrity
Big Brother and condemning allegedly abusive and
racist remarks addressed at Indian actress Shilpa
Shettty by (in particular) one other household mem-
ber, Jade Goody. How does accountability play out
here where, unlike in the Jerry Springer case, the
protests are more widely representative and not
orchestrated by pressure groups?

What is the remit?

The programme producers might argue that frank,
uncensored portrayal of the CBB household is part
of its duly commissioned remit, which it is account-
able for delivering. The complainants would argue
that programme accountability includes not violating
norms on racial abuse and harassment accepted
by the public at large. Where lies the line between
instructive psychological portrayal and offensive
exploitative voyeurism? To what extent is reality
television a genre which adds value and to what
extent a pretext for editors and producers (racism or
no racism) just to "let it happen", abrogating profes-
sional discretion? Is a deceit around spontaneity
being perpetrated on the audience when each pro-
gramme is an edited compilation drawn from twenty
camera sources, involving complex and contrived
production decisions?

At the time of writing Carphone Warehouse had sus-
pended its sponsorship, Channel 4 was still defend-
ing the programme, Jade Goody had been evicted
from the House after an apparently reciprocated hug
of forgiveness with Shilpa Shetty; and Shilpa who
had said different things about whether she was or
was not a victim of racism, seemed to be emerging
as something of a heroine. Ofcom (whose website
and phone lines had been jammed with traffic) was
sure it had sufficient powers (not including license
revocation) to do its job.
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The eBB ladies in question: left, Jade Goody, and right, Shilpa Shetty

Channel 4 has recent been before the Ofcom Sanc-
tions Committee for other matters, ranging from
pushing its 4Homes property magazine to Designer
Vaginas and The World's Biggest Penis. C4's found-
ing Chief Executive has bemoaned (in the Scotsman
newspaper and Prospect magazine) what he sees
as the Channel's current obsession with sex. So far
as racial abuse is concerned, Ofcom has seen much
worse - although less publicized than Celebrity Big
Brother - having handled a complaint about a late-
night show on Manchester's Piccadilly Radio Key
103 FM where scattered snippets - from the phone-
in host - included "dirty foul-mouthed little mussies",
"brainless moronic Islam baby", (on the executed
hostage Ken Bigley) " what do we give a shit. ... he's
got a 25 year old tart from Thailand ... so why the
Jesus Christ should we bother about him?", and (of
Sharon Osborne) "dirty old slapper ... stupid, stupid
Jewish princess wife".

An opportune book

Such events touch the raw of arguments about
public accountability and the accountability principle
- or is it a chimera? - whose institutional dimen-
sions are reviewed by Paoli Baldi, Uwe Hasebrink
and co-contributors in Broadcasters and Citizens in
Europe. They do so opportunely in the context of an
enlarged, media-diverse EU and of a topical debate
around the balance between free competition and
social obligation.

Apart from a chapter on UK broadcasting policy
("The 'long wave' shift in conceptions of accountabil-
ity" by Richard Collins and Zoe Sujon), the editors
have drawn largely on their own Italian and German
back-gardens, with a heavyweight German contin-
gent led by Professor Hasebrink, Director of Ham-
burg's Hans Bredow Institute for Media Research,
and Professor Bernd Holznagel, former Director of
the European Institute for the Media.

The relative narrowness of national background
- four countries out of more than twenty five on the
European canvas - is a limiting factor in terms of
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local knowledge and telling case studies. The book
is, accordingly, more a survey of diverse media
ecologies and mechanisms, less a provider of data
about actual audience satisfaction and attitudes.

It is to the publicly-funded broadcasters that the
accountability theme most forcefully applies. Here
the media consumer, whether of radio, television
or online services, is also the funding party; and a
more or less involuntary funding party at that - in a
system where, if not every individual, then virtually
every household pays. Virtual compulsion can really
only be justified by a democratic environment. So
the other side of the coin of universal payment is
universal access and maximal (universal not being
realistic) citizen-consumer satisfaction with the prod-
uct. John Reith's description of the BBC he shaped
remains apposite

"the nation talking to itself'.

Reith's dictum holds good as an intellectual plank of
accountability. If the citizenry funds, the operational
paymaster is located within the political class - gov-
ernment and legislature (we need no reminding how
precisely government controls the BBC's income
and borrowing power). As politicians, alongside
the regulators and broadcasting executives they
appoint, have a prime handle on the media, soci-
ety's democratic conundrum is to devise the best
means for holding these prime-mover elites account-
able for delivering the media content and services
which meet the electorate's wishes. How various
European countries approach this conundrum is the
focus of the Baldi and Hasebrink compilation.

Holding broadcasters to account

Mary Warnock, the Oxford academic and former
UK regulator, is cited as saying that there are two
prerequisites for the public holding broadcasters to
account: first access to information, and second,
enforcement through sanctions. An adequate com-
plaints procedure may be a necessary condition
for accountability but it is far from a sufficient one.
There are three additional aspects. (to p.6)
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First complaints procedures are inherently retro-
active: post facto remedies for something already
placed in the public domain. Full accountability
requires a state of ante facto public confidence that
the sensitivities, interests and passions of ordinary
citizens will be reflected in the programme-commis-
sioning process.

A cultural synergy between service-provider and
citizen, between supplier and user is, therefore, the
second aspect of full accountability. Here the notion
of accountability can usefully be paired with, and
enhanced by, the notion of responsiveness: less
about mechanisms and institutions and more about
cultural sensibilities and programme expectations.

Civil society - the third extra ingredient of account-
ability - plays a key role in protecting media quality
and choice by stopping political incursion onto the
public domain, through civil society's independence,
reputation, capacity to articulate and collective cul-
tural force.

Experience in countries making the transition from
communism - what Holznagel and Jungfleisch, in
their chapter 'The Protection of Viewer Rights in
Europe' call 'countries in progress' - is that media
organizational constitutions and appointments
procedures for public service broadcasters will fail
without a confident civil society. When politicians'
main concern is to keep the media out of "hostile
hands", they Will get the media which they - but not,
sadly, their citizen-voters - deserve: lacking strong
leadership or programme creativity and continuity.
Civil society cannot be created overnight. As Karol
Jakubowicz, senior Polish regulator and Chairman
of the Council of Europe's Mass Media Steering
Committee, told an audience in London:

"It was in 1689 that you got your Bill of Rights;
we got ours in 1989".

The European dimension

Does Europe represent, for the citizen, a welcome
court of last resort, beyond the nation state? Or
does it merely compound and complicate the suc-
cessful search for redress by individuals against
corporate bodies? There are brief sections on the
European Court of Human Rights, The European
Court of Justice, the Internal Market Law Prob-
lem-Solving Network (Solvit) and the European
Consumer Centres with their associated European
Extra-Judicial Network (EEJ-Net). An example is
given of EEJ-Net solving a dispute between Spain
and Italy: involving Spanish viewer-consumers of a
tele-shopping channel being misled about an Italian
product. The reader is not given adequate data to
make a wider assessment of the usefulness of these
various remedial mechanisms.
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Holznagel and Jungfleisch propose a benchmark
matrix which they apply to each of three groups
of EU countries, ranging from the most advanced,
labelled "homogeneous" through to the most prob-
lematical "countries in progress" (i.e. in transition
from communism to democratic pluralism). The most
problematically, indeed mysteriously, categorized
group comprises intermediate so-called "inhomo-
geneous countries" (the terminology may have suf-
fered in translation); here there are legal protections
to guarantee audience rights and a framework of
apparently independent regulation; but these do not
function as effectively as in Scandinavia, Germany,
the UK and Ireland. The "inhomogeneous" group
includes France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Austria,
Greece, and (surprisingly) the Netherlands.

Citizen groups

Political influences pop up unpredictably even in the
select group of homogeneous countries. Ofcom, the
combined broadcasting and telecommunications
regulator, started work in 2004, with a remit from
the 2003 Communications Act. Ofcom's starting
point - regulatory intervention only when neces-
sary - stemmed from the prevailing pluralistic ethos,
supportive of competition and innovation. Ofcom's
declared aim was "light-touch" regulation, perceived
as a judicious mix of refraining and intervening.

Citizen groups tended to take a different view. They
saw a weakening of the regulator's commitment to
ensure adequate and diverse programming: this
was instanced by the release of commercial broad-
casters from a number of public service content
obligations, justified by a combination of business
need and the availability of such material elsewhere
in the UK content offer. Ofcom described its clientele
as citizen-consumers. Much of civil society, though,
saw the consumerist approach as dominant - a
debate whose intellectual implications are explored
in the chapter 'Media Users' Participation in Europe
from a Civil Society Perspective'.

Viewer organizations are divided into two broad
categories: top-down bodies with reserved places
for audience representatives, and bottom-up citizen
groups or volunteer associations driven by mem-
bers of the public. The UK Voice of the Listener and
Viewer (or VLV, of which - to declare an interest - I
am a trustee and former board member) is seen as
a paradigm for the latter category, whilst across a
great swathe of countries, from Romania to Swe-
den, from Estonia to Malta, the Czech Republic to
Luxembourg, no comparable organization could be
found: a bleak situation for which this reviewer can
vouch.

It is likely that in all those 'countries in progress',
and in more advanced countries, media players
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provide audiences with reactive scope through chat-
rooms, hotlines and feedback programmes offering
the chance to question programme commissioners,
editors and producers. Such broadcaster-derived
measures are, though, no substitute for effective
and credible regulatory institutions or independent
grass-roots associations and pressure groups. The
cause of accountability is advanced not so much by
set-piece battles (though they happen, as now over
Celebrity Big Brother), as by the drip-drip effect,
achieved through the cumulative force of civil soci-
ety and its prevailing culture.

Gurus and vultures

So, "stuck with the media we deserve"? That
would be a harsh verdict on audiences, especially
those in less democratic, authoritarian societies. A
more accurate analysis would be "stuck with what
emerges from the interface between the political
class and (such as it is) civil society".
That interface is typically rhythmical and subterra-
nean: occasionally pushed above ground, exposed
to public scrutiny by the pressure of an exceptional
incident or event.

A programme is broadcast, as with Celebrity Big
Brother. Reaction, comment, complaints reach unu-
sual levels, emotionally and quantitatively. An event
within the media becomes a news story about the
media; then a national, and even an international
news story. The commentators, leader-writers and
talk-show panellists must have their say. The annual
Oxford Media Convention is by chance being held
the same week; and the Government is announcing
the level of the BBC license fee. Stories about the
media are allover the media: scores perhaps being
settled.

Gurus and vultures hover, picking over what Chan-
nel 4's Chairman said or failed to say and appraising
the C4 CEO's demeanour. Anticipation mounts
about what will happen when the Channel 4 Board
meets. Will the show survive? Will the CEO or
Director of Television be fired? And what about
production company Endemol? This one, so well-
heeled that no-one doubts it will survive, even if this
show doesn't; but will they get a wigging from some
quarter? Will Ofcom, when it adjudicates, read the
riot act to Channel 4 and Endemol?

Yet, perverse and unpredictable as a hurricane, the
storm of media interest subsides even more sud-
denly than it has blown up. Has the matter been
resolved (at least, at the time of writing this)? Not
at all. Have the issues been resolved? No way. So
what then? The answer is obvious: changing news.
New actors enter stage right and left. A Cardinal, two
Archbishops, an Education Secretary, a Lord Chan-
cellor (twice), a Home Secretary, three judges, the
Magistrates Association, the Chairman (no longer,
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sadly) of the Youth Justice Board, the former Direc-
tor-General of the Prison Service etc ...

The funnel with the "social issues" tag which feeds
possible items into hard print or broadcast output
has limited capacity which within forty eight hours
has been taken over by adoption agencies, non-
discrimination against gay couples, the Catholic
Church's opt-out appeal, pressure on the courts,
prison overcrowding, paedophiles at large, the
apparent failings of the passport and immigration
service, and the alleged collapse of New Labour's
approach to law and order.

Let's have a report

So when only a couple of days later the Channel 4
Board does meet to consider Celebrity Big Brother,
press coverage is about a fifth of what might have
been expected. The Daily Mail newspaper however
finds space to put its own slant on the story "Rac-
ism row has saved Big Brother, gloat C4 bosses"
quoting Director of Television Kevin Lygo: ..... let's
put this in perspective ... This was in danger of being
the most boring BB we'd had in years ... and then
suddenly from the cooking of a chicken going wrong
this argument erupted and then was taken on by the
media and then erupted into this extraordinary story.
... 1think the programme was produced and man-
aged very well and I think we made the right deci-
sions all the time".

Well, the Channel 4 Board did not think so; or if it
did, felt it had to do something to satisfy the politi-
cians, the public or other bits of the media. "Chan-
nel 4 Board orders review into Celebrity Big Brother"
The Independentnewspaperannounced,andthere
were similar headings in dailies in both the UK and
India. The report, Channel 4's Chairman explained,
would cover "the editorial and compliance processes
that support Celebrity Big Brother". Almost simulta-
neously, and fortuitously, CCB viewers voted Shilpa
Shetty as their favourite among the CBB house-
mates - and that was on the same day Sinn Fein
voted to acknowledge the writ of the Police Service
of Northern Ireland. So evidently all good things
come to those who wait: healthy outcomes salvaged
from a precarious situation, courtesy of C4's and
Endemol's long-term production insights.

Hopefully, someone employed by one or more
media players (maybe even Channel Four itself) will
have the gumption and the opportunity to chase up
that report which the C4 Board has commissioned,
even though it will be available a long time after
the items that displaced CBB in the news pecking
order have themselves been displaced. And let their
stories too, on merit, be followed up; temporarily
displaced maybe, but not discarded. Thank heaven
for pluralism and persistence. Those are the media
virtues which audiences and citizens deserve.
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